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	BetAmo Casino Review

	Betamo.com was established in 2019, and since then it has been a well-known casino for players all over the world. The casino is special for making it easier for Canadians. A lot of things have been added to make it more convenient for players in the Great White North. In the list of countries that use BetAmo casino, Canada is one of the first.
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		Rank: 99/100
		

	



	
		
			BONUS ON

			FRIDAY RELOAD 50%
			UP TO 250 CAD
			+100 FREE SPINS
			Sign up
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	Generous Welcome Bonus in Canada

	The casino has a welcome reward program that provides a bonus of up to 100 percent of your deposit.

The maximum size of the bonus is 150 Canadian dollars. That means that by depositing 150 dollars you get the maximum bonus and end up with a budghet of 300 dollars. Of course, bonus money cannot be withdrawn – you have to play it a number of times before it becomes possible to use it.

One more thing about the bonus money – the maximum size of a wager with bonus money is 5 dollars.

The casino also credits you 150 free spins as a bonus, which is also very helpful. This is a lot more than most casinos offer you. However the bonus spins can only be played in two games – Golden Owl and Dead or Alive.

The second deposit will also have a bonus, and you will again be able to get 150 dollars in bonus money. However the casino will only credit you 50 free spins. These 50 spins have to be played on either Strolling Staxx: Cubic Fruits slot, or on Boomanji. Again, the bonus money will not be possible to withdraw until you play it.
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					First of all, click on the "Registration" button on the casino website and enter your Email, currency and country

				
	
					2

					Next, you need to enter your personal data. It is very important to provide reliable data, as this is necessary for legal play

				
	
					3

					After that, you need to confirm your account by Email or SMS

				
	
					4

					 Now you can claim your welcome bonus and start playing!

				


		
	


	ADVANTAGES

	You will be able to pay and withdraw CAD, use BetAmo bonus codes to receive exciting bonuses and many other interesting things. In this BetAmo casino review we will see what makes it so superior.

BetAmo casino is built with a web-based design that works well both on PC and mobile, and it is designed with a simple, yet interesting design.
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				Big Collection of Games

					15+ Software Providers
	2000+ Best Casino Games
	Slots for Every Taste
	Live Dealer Games
	Mobile Gambling
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				Fast Payouts and Customer Support

					Currencies from Different Countries
	Variety of Payment Methods
	24/7 Customer Support
	Fast Withdrawal
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				Bonuses and Promotions

					100% First Deposit Bonus + 100 FS
	100% Deposit Bonus + 50 FS
	Loyalty VIP Program
	Weekly Bonuses
	Tournaments


			

		




	World-Class Slots and Providers

	The casino has mostly slot games, both live and virtual. There are also jackpots and a few other games available.

The casino is legit and safe in Canada because it uses the Malta Gaming license, which makes it possible to use the casino in the Great White North. The casino was launched in 2019, but it has already garnered a huge popularity. Every BetAmo bonus can be activated by Canuck players.

The casino has a great support team, which you can contact either by email or through the 24/7 live chat. Read any BetAmo review, and you will probably see that for yourself.

Slot games are by far the most popular ones on BetAmo Casino Canada, and they are made by top providers, such as:

– NetEnt

– Endorphina

– Betsoft

– Yggdrasil

– Pragmatic Play

There are a few other ones that are just as worth playing and all are popular on the Canadian gambling market.

 

Virtual Casino Table Games

The casino features a few classic gambling games, such as baccarat, roulette, blackjack and a few card games. These can be played live or as a virtual game.

 

Live Casino in Canada

The live casino actually has the game going on in realtime on a real casino table. This means that the player is connected to the game room via video. The following genres are represented in live gaming:

– Poker

– Blackjack

– Roulette

– Sic Bo

– Baccarat

You see the game being played on your screen through a high-quality camera and hear it through a microphone.  This makes it possible for you to have the real ambience and feeling of a casino, which literally gives you the same experience as being there. Live casino games can only be played with real cash.

 

BetAmo Mobile Options for iOS and Android

There is a mobile app available for Canadians. However, it is not necessary at all, because by now the casino’s website has been improved, and it is just as useable on a mobile device. Now you will be able to access the casino’s site without having to download an app. The online casino works just as well on Android and iOS as it does on Windows.

 

Deposit and Withdrawal Methods

You have many possible methods of withdrawing and depositing money. This is actually why the casino is so popular all over the world, as every BetAmo casino review will show you.

You are able to use Visa and Mastercard, which is what 90 percent of the users do. If you prefer e-wallets, then you may instead deposit and withdraw via Ecopayz, Interac and a few others.

 

Top-Tier Security and Government Licens

The company that runs the casino holds a Malta e-Gaming License, which makes it totally safe and secure. The casino games will also be fully legal in Canada. The software used is also certified.

 

BetAmo Customer Support

There is an e-mail address where you can send your complaints to have them read and reviewed. The site also features a chat that is online 24/7. You will have an assistant reply you almost immediately.

Write to the chat if you have any problem. Most problems will get solved there immediately, but if it is more serious, then the team will redirect you to the casino’s owner.

 



	BetAmo Casino FAQ

		
			1. Where can I find Live Chat at BetAmo Casino?

			
				BetAmo casino Canada has a Live chat that is located in the lower left corner of the screen. It is present on all pages and it is impossible to miss it. Just click on it to summon an assistant.


			
		
	
			2. Can I play Batamo on a Mobile?

			
				Yes you can, and you do not need an app to do this. You will be able to use the same bonuses and almost all the games. This again makes this gambling website stand out among the other Online Casinos in 

			
		
	
			3. Where I can get no Deposit Bonus Code?

			
				The no deposit bonus is given to you automatically when you sign up. This is one thing that makes BetAmo different from all the others. You get the bonus without a code. The bonus is 50 BetAmo free spins. 

Keep your eyes open for promotions, which can give you similar no deposit bonuses. However, to get big wins, it is always better to deposit.


			
		
	
			4. Where I can login or sign up at BetAmo Casino?

			
				You can sign up to BetAmo casino just by pressing on the log in button. The process is fairly simple, and all you need to do is to give an email address and a password, and you will be ready to work and play real money. You will also be notified to make your first payment. 
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                    In just a year, BetAmo has risen to the top of Canada online casinos in the world thanks to its first-class slots, great bonuses, and round-the-clock player support. All players enjoy more than 1 000+ games for every taste. Moreover, new gamblers will be able to receive unique bonuses. Don’t miss out!
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